Company Profile:

Founded in 1984 Alaa For Industry (AFI) is a leading provider of engineering products and services for hydraulics, pneumatics, transportation, power transmission and industrial equipment.

Registered under Ibrahim Ali Al Rashoodi & Partners Holding Company (LLC), AFI is one of the largest and most diverse industrial companies in the Arabian Gulf. With 18 branches and over 800 employees, AFI provides a focused approach towards the local market and delivers quality services and innovative solutions for a wide range of industrial applications.

AFI has over 10,000 m² of dedicated production space where we manufacture and refurbish a vast range of products to the highest quality standards. We have a strong engineering capability to design and manufacture equipment and machineries as per the customer requirements. All products are being designed using CAD and we carry out prototype testing.

Engineering & Manufacturing Transportation Equipment

A. Design and Manufacture:
- Industrial Vacuum Loader (Super Sucker) ECOVAC 9000
- Mini super sucker for liquids HM46
- Industrial vacuum loader for dangerous goods ECOVAC 3100 ADR
- Vacuum trailer 8000 USG
- Vacuum Tanks & Systems
- Jetting tankers
- Vacuum Jetting combination tanker
- Lubrication service trucks
- Cement compressors
- Fuel transfer units
- Pressure wash units
- Goose neck Hydraulic Systems
- Hydraulic System for Tail Ramp

B. Installations:
- Truck mounted cranes
- Skip loaders
- Hook loaders
- Tail gates
- Bottle handlers
- Wet kits
- Winch Installations

MRO & Projects

A. Design and Manufacture:
- Hydraulic Power Units
- Hydraulic and Pneumatic cylinders
- Lubrication systems
- High pressure washing units
- High pressure hydro test units
- Scraper handling units
- Hydraulic driven cable spooler
- Hydraulic and Pneumatic systems for special applications
- Weighing Bridges - Manned and Un-manned
- Overhead and Jib Cranes
- Safe load indicators for Cranes and lifting equipment’s

B. Repair and Overhaul:
- Hydraulic and Pneumatic cylinders
- Hydraulic Pumps and Motors
- Hydraulic valves and Manifold blocks
- Hard chrome plating
- Mobile equipment

C. Onsite Services
- Hydraulic, Pneumatic, Instrument and Grease tubing, piping and pressure testing
- Shut down maintenance of hydraulic, pneumatic and lubrication installations
- Hot Oil flushing of hydraulic and Grease lines
- Hydraulic Oil filtration and water separation
- Installation or overhauling of marine and truck loading arms
- Trouble shooting of Industrial hydraulic and Pneumatic systems
- Annual Maintenance contracts on weigh bridges & industrial weighing scales
- Calibration of weigh bridges, weighing scales and crane safe load indicators

After Sales Services:
After sales service including onsite trouble shooting, overhaul, installation and commissioning of following products:
- IHC Vibro Hammers
- ICE Impact Hammers
- VENTIL test units
- RESATO high pressure test units
- Ingersoll Rand Air Winches
- ALUP compressor and dryers
Transportation Equipment Division

AFI is capable of manufacturing, fabricating and supplying truck mounted equipment and components. With its modern facilities and strong engineering capability, AFI can develop and customize high quality transport equipment and machinery's.

Transportation supplies from very well-known brands in the world are also available in stock to support the industry.

- Industrial Vacuum Loaders (Super Sucker)
- Vacuum & Jetting Tankers
- Hook & Skip Loader Tankers
- Lubrication Trucks
- Truck Mounted Cranes and Tail Gates
- Tipping Cylinders & Wet Kits
- Fuel, Gear, Piston, Lobe & Water pumps
- Bottom Loading Kits & Power Take Off (PTO)
- Winches and Cement Blowers

Power Transmission Division

AFI Power Transmission is a trusted and reliable one shop solution for a variety of transmission products & brands required in every industry. With a deep understanding of the region, we work in close partnership with our customers combining our experience & knowledge to provide solutions to their industrial challenges.

- Bearings
- Gear Boxes
- Electric Motors
- Diesel Engines
- Belts, Chains, Pulleys, Sprockets, Couplings & Bushings
- Condition Monitoring
- Echains & Chainflex
- Lubrication Systems and High Performance Lubricant

SKF
Authorized Distributor
Oil & Gas / Petroleum Supplies Division

AFI supports the Oil, Gas & Petroleum industries within the Gulf region with premium products from market leading ISO accredited and API certified manufacturers.
With service and technical knowledge in house, AFI Oil, Gas & Petroleum has the right solution to support the industry.

- High Pressure Testing & Fluid Movement
- Explosion Proof Ingersoll Rand Lifting Solutions
- High Pressure Water Jetting, Cleaning and Chemical Injection
- Loading Arm for Transfer of Petroleum & Chemicals Liquified Products

Hydraulics & Pneumatics Division

Hydraulics & Pneumatics are one of the major businesses of AFI since its inception in 1984. Thus, the experience we have for more than 30 years mold us to become an expert and be one of the leaders in hydraulics and pneumatics in the GCC Region. Our modern facilities and machinery’s can carry out a complete repair and fabrication job for hydraulics pumps, cylinders and etc.

We also specialized in the supply of a vast range of high quality products for hydraulics, pneumatics, seals, hoses, fittings and components including:

**Hydraulics:**
- Pumps & Motors
- Valves
- Cylinders
- Oil/Water & Air Cooler
- Filters & Filtration Packs
- Pullers, Press & Benders
- Torque Wrenches

**Pneumatics:**
- Cylinders
- Valves
- Compressors, Dryers & Filters
- Fittings & Tubing’s
- Filter, Regulator & Lubricators (FRL)
Hydraulics & Pneumatics Division

Seals:

AFI is a leading manufacturer and supplier of seals in GCC region. Our range includes:

- Hydraulic & Pneumatic Seals
- Seals Kits
- Oil Seals
- O-rings
- FFKM Kalrez Seals
- O-ring Cord
- Quad Rings
- Mechanical Seals
- Customized Seals
- Components Seals
- Gland Packings

Hoses & Fittings

AFI has a complete range of hose assemblies, threaded and quick couplings, pipe clamps, compression fittings and adapters such as:

- Hydraulic & Industrial Hoses
- Stainless Steel & Corrugated Hoses
- Chemical, Water, Air & Gas Hoses
- Ultra Hi-Pressure Hose Assemblies
- Fittings, Tube Fittings, Clamps & Flanges
- Quick Release Couplings
- Hose Reels

Capital Equipment Division

AFI's capital equipment division offers a wide range of foundation equipment, industrial weighing systems and lifting equipment and is well known in the market for its highest product quality and best after sale service. AFI provides warranty and service for all manufactured or supplied products. AFI keep stock of standard spare parts. AFI has factory trained service technicians to offer 7/24 service.

With our extensive knowledge and expertise we provide:

- Inspection and Preventive Maintenance
- Annual Maintenance Contract
- Calibration
- Repair
- Up-gradation

Foundation Equipment Product Range:

- Vibro hammers (ICE/PVE)
- Vibro floats (ICE)
- Vibration monitoring systems (ICE)
- Impact hammers (IHC)
- Compact Rig (IHC,FUNDEX)
- Pile breakers (Taets)
- Multi purpose Piling and drilling rigs (PVE)
- Dewatering pumps (Geho)
- Submersible dredge pumps (DOP, ICE)
- Rental for Vibro hammers and Impact hammers

Weighing Equipment Product Range:

- Standard truck weighbridges
- Unmanned truck weighbridges
- Floor Scales
- Bench scales
- Crane Scales
- Conveyor belt scales
- Check weighers
- Rail car weighing
- Hopper scales
- Forklift scales
- Load cells
- Safe load indicators for mobile cranes

Lifting Equipment Product Range:

- Overhead travelling cranes
- Monorails
- Jib cranes
- Gantry cranes
- Hoists
- Modular cranes
- Process cranes
BRANCH NETWORKS

EASTERN REGION
Dammam (H.O.) : +966 13 853 9000
Email: dammam@afi.com.sa
Hofuf : +966 13 592 2059
Email: hofuf@afi.com.sa
Khodariya : +966 13 387 1716
Email: khodariya@afi.com.sa
Jubail : +966 13 361 9029
Email: jubail@afi.com.sa

CENTRAL REGION
Riyadh : +966 11 448 4482
Email: riyadh@afi.com.sa
Qassim : +966 16 381 5861
Email: qassim@afi.com.sa
Hail : +966 16 531 0683
Email: hail@afi.com.sa
AlJouf : +966 14 646 5775
Email: jouf@afi.com.sa
Tabuk : +966 14 426 0775
Email: tabuk@afi.com.sa

WESTERN REGION
Jeddah : +966 12 623 1912
Email: jeddah@afi.com.sa
Abha : +966 17 238 3231
Email: abha@afi.com.sa
Yanbu : +966 14 391 8567
Email: yanbu@afi.com.sa
Madinah : +966 14 840 5636
Email: madinah@afi.com.sa
Makkah : +966 12 597 6680
Email: makkah@afi.com.sa
Jizan : +966 17 326 5317
Email: jizan@afi.com.sa

OVERSEAS REGION
Bahrain : +973 17 772 900
Email: bahrain@afi.com.sa
Kuwait : +965 2 481 9744
Email: kuwait@afi.com.sa
Qatar : +974 4468 4442
Email: qatar@afi.com.sa
USA : +1-509 927 8590
Email: america@afi.com.sa

Quality:
AFI is ISO 9001 accredited since 1997 and provides premium quality products and related services for all industries and government sectors. We achieved customer satisfaction by meeting or exceeding customer needs, and complying with all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements, both national and internationally.

Our Partners:
AFI represents world leading engineering brands such as:
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